
Secure ChatGPT-like 
Capabilities across all 
company data 

The Problems

The Solution - BusinessGPT

Your Data Stays Private from Public AI 

Overwhelming business tools, and data sources
Lack of ability to attain a holistic view and provide 
decision-makers with precise and consolidated real-time 
answers to business questions. 

Sharing sensitive data with public AI engines 
Regulatory and business restrictions prevent uploading 
sensitive data into public AI services (e.g., ChatGPT, 
Google Bard). 

Interact with all your company data
Allows users to ask questions and generate new content 
based on all your data sources:

Secure and private on-prem/private cloud solution
No need to expose your company data to public AI services, 
thanks to secure on-prem/private cloud deployment 
of the full AI solution .

Snyc and Control Data Permissions 
Answers provided to users are strictly based on 
their existing synchronized access permissions in 
the source systems (CRM, Document Management, etc.)  
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Get a free trial today to experience the power of BusinessGPT!

Meet BusinessGPT

Empower Data-driven decisions
Unveil a holistic view by analyzing data 
from various sources for a complete 
perspective of your customers, 
projects, employees and risks.

Enhanced Customer Experience
AI chatbots offer a user-friendly 
interface, making it convenient for 
customers to interact and seek 
assistance without navigating 
complex systems.

24/7 Availability
AI chatbots can provide instant 
assistance round-the-clock, 
ensuring customers get help 
whenever they need it, even outside 
of business hours. 

Engagement and Marketing
Chatbots can initiate 
conversations, gather feedback, 
and even provide product 
recommendations, serving as an 
extension of your marketing efforts. 

Instant Information Retrieval
Access instant answers to your 
business questions, reducing the time 
spent searching for information.

Reduced Response Time
Chatbots offer rapid responses, 
minimizing customer wait times and 
enhancing overall satisfaction. 

Key Benefits
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All Employees  
Improve productivity with quick and 
precise knowledge retrieval for better 
decision-making and work efficiency.  

Managers  
Get status updates and insights on 
customers and projects.

Customer Success  
Gain insights from all customer 
communication and information. 

Product Manager  
Obtain insights into customer needs
and preferences.

Customer Support  
Get prompt answers about support tickets to 
understand customer issues and better identify 
customers that need attention. 

Sales  
Stay updated with POC’s and opportunities, 
request recommendations, and engage 
potential clients with automated human-like 
interactions. 

Marketing Manager  
Create marketing materials based on existing 
content and documents.

 

BusinessGPT AI Assistant

Capabilities

Up-to-date status of customers and projects

Notify Urgent Business Issues

Features

Generate reports

Ability to plan the steps to reach the goals set to the assistant

Identify Subject Matter Experts in the company for specific insights

Analyze and understand communication sentiments

Interact and collect updates from humans using IM messages

Update systems (CRM)

Write and send emails

Create Tasks (monday, Asana, Planner)

info@agatsoftware.ai agatsoftware.ai +972-2-579-9123 LinkedIn
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